PROFESSIONAL DESIGN DOESN'T COST . . . IT PAYS

DISCOVER THE DIFFERENCE

WOOD-MODE®
Fine Custom Cabinetry

City Design
KITCHENS BATHS INTERIORS

208 FOURTH STREET
WEST DES MOINES, IOWA 50265
(515) 255-7700
Carlisle Sure-Seal® Roofing System

Roofs That Succeed Where Others Fail

Carlisle Sure-Seal® Roofing Systems use E.P.D.M. (Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer) elastomeric membranes to make the difference between long term roofing success and short term failure. For both new roofing and reroofing, Carlisle Sure-Seal® single-ply membranes represent the most reliable and economical form of commercial roofing available. Here’s why:

1. Applied in large sheets the single-ply membrane represents a watertight covering that is not subject to the weathering and maintenance problems of built-up roofing.

2. The elongation of the membrane (a minimum of 350% for E.P.D.M.) gives a Carlisle Sure-Seal® roof the ability to sustain normal building movement without cracking, rupturing or leaking. Most Sure-Seal® systems, therefore, can be installed effectively in unbroken sheet form directly over building expansion joints.

3. Sure-Seal® membranes are light, but tough. They weigh less than 1/2 pound per square foot, yet provide strong resistance against tears, punctures and abrasions.

4. A Carlisle Sure-Seal® roof will withstand severe temperature fluctuations and prolonged ozone exposure with little or no signs of aging. The elastomeric membrane covering is ultraviolet stable under constant exposure to intense sunlight.

5. Carlisle Sure-Seal® membranes are available in such large widths and lengths that field seams are minimized thus reducing labor costs. Standard widths up to 50 feet; standard lengths are 50, 100, 150 and 200 feet; standard thicknesses are .045 and .060 inches. Special sizes and thicknesses are also available. A roof area as large as 50 feet by 200 feet can be covered by a single factory-fabricated sheet.

Simply the best commercial roofing systems in the world. The best designed. Best engineered. Best installed. There is no equal.

Carlisle SynTec Systems

Division of Carlisle Corporation
P.O. Box 7000, Carlisle, PA 17013

Stetson Building Products

Des Moines, Iowa
510 SW 9th, 515/243-6286
Rock Island
619 11th Street, 309/788-8412

*Sure-Seal is a Registered Trademark of Carlisle Corporation
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Building</th>
<th>City, State</th>
<th>Architect/Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC Studios</td>
<td>New York, New York</td>
<td>Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates, P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Catskill Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebonite Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Equipment Offices</td>
<td>Shrewsbury, Massachusetts</td>
<td>Drummey, Roseane, Anderson Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Tribune Building</td>
<td>Minneapolis, Minnesota</td>
<td>Avid Elness Architects, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mountain Shadow Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohara Water Reclamation Facility</td>
<td>Chicago, Illinois</td>
<td>Consoer Morgan P.C. Architect &amp; Engineer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Art Smooth Modularals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Fairfax Business Park</td>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>Berry, Rio &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ebonite Modularals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Osteopathic Medicine and Surgery</td>
<td>Des Moines, Iowa</td>
<td>Leo A. Daly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Endicott Medium Ironspot Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Endicott Dark Ironspot Utilities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Center</td>
<td>Des Moines, Iowa</td>
<td>Charles Herbert &amp; Associates, Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shiffler, Frey, Baldwin, Clause, Architects P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Red Smooth Modularals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Brown Smooth Modularals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas Museum of Fine Arts</td>
<td>Dallas, Texas</td>
<td>Edward Larrabee Barnes &amp; Associates P.C.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Canyon Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The River Center</td>
<td>Davenport, Iowa</td>
<td>Scholtz &amp; Keuhn Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fine Art Velour Utilities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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SIOUX CITY BRICK AND TILE  
515/244-3264  
712/258-6571  
WE ARE A FULL SERVICE COMPANY  
FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CALL COLLECT. OUR REPRESENTATIVES WILL BE GLAD TO CALL ON YOU WITH SAMPLES.
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Put your Commercial building under ONE

Choose the energy-efficient Weathermaker One - a high-tech combination of natural gas heating and electric cooling in a single rooftop unit designed for small businesses, fast food stores, schools, office buildings and shopping malls.

- Optional 10-year warranty
- Turbo-tubular heat exchanger
- Induced draft combustion
- Carrier's most efficient units ever

Call your nearest heating contractor for complete details. Ask about the units available for industrial applications.

GAS: AMERICA'S BEST ENERGY VALUE

Carrier

Carrier Omaha Company 515-276-7757
There's A GE Silicone Construction Sealant Just Right For The Job . . . Any Job!

You name it. There's a GE Silicone construction sealant that does it. Does it better. And stands up better long after the job is done.

Available at:

Stetson Building Products
510 S.W. 9th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
(515) 243-6286
Iowa Wats 1-800-362-2181
5205 16th Avenue S.W.
P.O. Box 1598
Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52406
(319) 396-7272 (SBPC)
Iowa Wats 1-800-262-7272

2859 Wagner Road
P.O. Box 1655
Waterloo, Iowa 50701
(319) 236-5074
Iowa Wats 1-800-772-2959

619 – 11th Street
P.O. Box 796
Rock Island, Illinois 61204
(309) 788-8412
Iowa Wats 1-800-447-1240
Illinois Wats 1-800-322-1057

---

SCS 1200 Construction Sealant. The sealant of choice for premium structural glazing applications where high strength and fast cure are required.

SCS 1000 Contractor's Sealant. For general purpose glazing and sealing applications, with performance and price equal to any competitive acetoxy sealant.

Silpruf® Sealant. For weatherproofing building joints where long tooling time and the ability to withstand high joint movement are required.

Silglaze®N Sealant. New, advanced technology translucent silicone sealant for channel, stop and butt glazing. Excellent adhesion properties, 50% dynamic movement capability, 50-year durability.

Gesil® N Sealant. New, advanced technology silicone sealant in five colors for general purpose weatherproofing applications. Excellent adhesion properties, 50% dynamic capability, 50-year durability.
CALL US FOR PROMPT PRODUCT DELIVERY, BROCHURES, CHIP CHAINS, AND DESIGN SPECIFICATION ASSISTANCE ON:

- Color Quest™ designer solid colors
- Tambours and grooved architectural surfacing
- Specialty surfacing in abrasion, impact, fire, and chemical resistant grades
- Solid anodized aluminum surfacing in a range of metallic shades
- SOLICOR® colorthrough

Distributed by:

SUNDERLAND
BROTHERS COMPANY

Des Moines
301 S.E. 8th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Phone: (515) 282-2826
IA WATS 800-532-1202

Omaha
609 N. 46th Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68132
Phone: (402) 553-2233
NE WATS 800-642-8807

SIGNAGE
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APARTMENTS
WHY THE PROS CHOSE ELECTRIC FOR KCCI-TV STUDIOS

The Pros: Architects — Savage & Ver Ploeg; General Contractor — Ringland-Johnson-Crowley; Mechanical Engineering — Leland Jenison; Mechanical Contractor — Waldinger Corp.; Electrical Contractor — Baker Electric

The Structure: 52,000 sq. ft. on three floors

Here's what they said...

The Engineer: "Acoustics dictated the choice of HVAC systems for this building. While we looked at other systems, many that would have been equally efficient proved to be too noisy to operate in a television studio. This electric system will be effective in reusing the heat generated by equipment and individuals while being virtually soundless in operation."

The TV Station President & General Manager: "Because of the great amount of electric energy a television station must use in studio lights and equipment, we were naturally interested in taking advantage of the heat generated. The HVAC system was designed with this in mind. We expect it to decrease our potential energy needs in the heating season by capturing excess heat from the studio and office area and moving it to where warmth is needed."

The pros design for the future with electric. For more information about costs and ideas for efficient electric HVAC systems, contact David Graham, Manager, Technical Services and Market Planning, Iowa Power, 515-281-2501.
HICKLIN MEANS POWER

- Systems for any application
- Integrated design approach
- 24 hour parts availability
- Complete on site training
- 3 branch operations
- Convenient plant locations
- Manufacturer's warranties
- 25 years of dependable service

Reliability is basic to the installation of any emergency electrical power system. In our capacity as both manufacturer and distributor of power generating and testing equipment, we offer a full spectrum of services to meet your needs. From the design, application and installation of your power generating equipment, to the maintenance, servicing, parts availability and operator product training...you can count on Hicklin.

1-80 AT SECOND AVENUE - DES MOINES, IOWA 50333 - EXEC. OFFICES: PHONE 515/964-6100

SERVICE
PHOTOPRINT

Engineers and Architects Supplies
Xerox
Reprographic Services
Camera-Modification
Commercial Art Supplies

924 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
515-288-1927

PHOTOGRAPHY
Chuck Greiner RR 2, Box 25
Story City, IA 50248 733-4243
A new era for drawing the bath. The Kohler Autofill™ for the Infinity ∞ Bath™ whirlpool. Imagine. Night or day, set the control. Wake up to a bath filled to your preferred temperature. Convenience timed for your style of living. See the Yellow Pages for a Kohler Registered Showroom, or send $3 to Kohler Co., Dept. 000, Kohler, WI 53044.
Attention Architects:

For your next plumbing or heating project, consult with your local KOHLER Distributor listed below.

**Ames**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
806 South Duff Street, 50010

**Bettendorf**  
Adel Wholesalers, Inc.  
Box B  
1101 State Street, 52722

**Burlington**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
2830 Mt. Pleasant Avenue, 52601

**Cedar Rapids**  
Plumb Supply, Inc.  
P.O. Box 1988, 52406  
4700 J Street S.W., 52404

**Charles City**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 248  
1208 South Main Street, 50616

**Clinton**  
C.E. Armstrong & Sons  
P.O. Box 879  
721 South Second Street, 52732

**Des Moines**  
Beckman Brothers  
320 Southeast Sixth Street, 50309  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 976, 50304  
629 S.W. Ninth Street, 50309

**Dubuque**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 118  
350 Dodge Street, 52001  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 1390  
4800 Chavenelle Road, 52001

**Fort Dodge**  
Baker Manufacturing Company  
P.O. Box 1890  
2025 – 1st Avenue North, 50501  
Leighton Supply Co.  
P.O. Box 778  
1224-26 First Avenue, South, 50501

**Iowa City**  
Plumbers Supply Company  
P.O. Box 1270, 52244  
2020 South Riverside Drive, 52240

**Mason City**  
Plumb Supply, Inc.  
P.O. Box 1507  
25-45 19th Street, SW, 50401

**Oelwein**  
Plumb Supply, Inc.  
P.O. Box 73  
1000 South Frederick Street, 50662

**Sioux City**  
Lefkow Supply Co.  
P.O. Box 3436, 51102 – Mailing  
2300 Seventh Street, 51105 – Shipping

**Spencer**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 272  
402 East Fourth Street, 51301

**Waterloo**  
A.Y. McDonald Supply Co., Inc.  
P.O. Box 1920, 50704  
200 Ida Street, 50701
Technology Center – Des Moines Area Community College
Construction has begun on the Technology Center for Des Moines Area Community College, Ankeny, Iowa. The building will house laboratories for electronics, telephone, art, printing and computer aided design. The project includes an on grade link to adjacent buildings. The exterior form was designed to relate to the existing campus buildings but will incorporate color to establish a unique identity. The building is zoned with flexible spaces separated from fixed, noisy activities by the main circulation system. The project was designed by Bussard/Dikis Associates, Ltd.

University of Missouri-Columbia Recreation Building
Bussard/Dikis Associates, Ltd., Des Moines, Iowa in association with Gastinger Rees Walker Architects, Kansas City, Missouri are designing a 50,000 SF recreation building addition to the existing recreation facilities housed in Brewer Fieldhouse and Rothwell Gymnasium on the University of Missouri-Columbia campus. The facility will house general recreation courts, racquetball courts, and an elevated running track. The addition is sited to extend the edge of an existing pedestrian mall which penetrates the campus. The architectural character of the addition borrows from the roof forms, window openings and vertical articulation of the existing facilities. Construction is expected to begin in the summer of 1987.

Army Aviation Support Facility #1
Iowa Army National Guard;
Boone, Iowa

Enclosing approximately 35,800 square feet, this new structure will replace an existing facility at Boone, Iowa. The new facility consists of a large hangar, maintenance shops, offices, training rooms, and flight operations space. Using smooth steel insulated panels and flush windows, the skin of the building achieves a high-tech appearance in harmony with the aircraft it services. The facility includes new hangars, taxiways, and other related construction. Scheduled for construction in late 1987, it was designed by Sires Architects, P.C.

A QUALITY BUTT. Lawrence
Quality Home and Builders Hardware
SOMETIMES THE SIMPLEST SOLUTIONS ARE BEST

Masonry's capacity as a loadbearing material is superb, yet its structural potential is often overlooked.

The loadbearing system is really very simple. It is a building system which consists of a series of one-story buildings, one built on top of the other. Because it relies on the composite behavior of wall, floor and roof plans for lateral stability, this system is ideal for apartments, hotels, motels, dormitories and hospitals.

Few, if any, building systems go up as quickly as loadbearing masonry. With planning, the structure can easily proceed upward at the rate of one floor per week.

Each floor is enclosed before the floor above it is begun. That means a single wall provides both support and enclosure – and it means your carpenters, electricians and other finish trades can go to work sooner, working on lower stories while the upper floors are still under construction. Faster construction means earlier occupancy and major savings on interim financing.

The building designer and owner realize additional savings because each wall serves several functions – structure, enclosure, and superlative fire protection, exterior finish and in some cases even interior finish! And your life-of-the-building costs, such as maintenance and energy, will be lower with masonry.

There’s no other building system that offers you so many advantages at so little cost. Loadbearing masonry. Sometimes the Simplest Solutions are Best.

Masonry Institute of Iowa, 820 1st Street, Suite 200, West Des Moines, Iowa 50265 (515) 274-9166
Form Follows Form

Hardly an issue of a design publication escapes these days without introducing new furniture designs that have been abstracted from or influenced by their historical precedents. Indeed, one cannot but be astonished by the preoccupation of architects and designers with restating and resolving the fundamental concerns of seating and lighting and the written rationalization of this exploration. Though artist/architect Patrick Naggar is no less consumed with establishing connections, in this case with Greek mythology and his own Egyptian childhood, his furniture manages to express clearly a singular vision of the collision between the past and present. Among these recent pieces, Lamp Mercure and Tabouret are notable for their simple strength of line and reduction of classical ornament to detail. They signal Naggar's resistance against allowing familiar objects to be absorbed into the domestic landscape as purely utilitarian devices.

At the extreme, Hell's Angel chair is a sardonic, contemporary reincarnation of the Egyptian chair at the Louvre. While more strongly masking its formal origin, those evident incongruities of form and detail are precisely what mystify and delight our eye. Historical and classical references aside, these furniture designs primary purpose is clearly functional. That they serve also to amuse is equally important and worthwhile. —KIRK VON BLUNCK
Acquisitions

Halston, the Des Moines-born, internationally acclaimed designer, has made a generous gift to the Des Moines Art Center of paintings, sculpture and prints by Andy Warhol and a drawing and prints by Marisol, the first of her works to enter the collection. The gift has been given in honor of his parents, Hallie and Edward Frowick.

A friend of both artists for the past 20 years, Halston himself played a key role in the glittery Pop scene of the 60's and early 70's, introducing Warhol, the shy "stargazer" (as the title of an early book on the artist called him) to such friends as Liza Minnelli, Bianca Jagger and Elizabeth Taylor. Among the Halston gifts are paintings of Liza and Martha Graham and prints depicting Liz, Grace Kelly and Mick Jagger.

The Halston gift is particularly special not only because it encompasses a number of Warhol's major themes — included are a Campbell's Soup Can painting, Campbell's Tomato Juice Box sculptures, and a series of Mona Lisa, Flower and Self Portrait with Skulls paintings — but also because of the very personal nature of the collection.

Richard Hamilton: Image and Process

Richard Hamilton: Image and Process, an exhibition of seventy-one prints, working proofs

Mick Jagger (1 of 2)

Andy Warhol

and preparatory sketches and collages by British artist Richard Hamilton, will be on view at Walker Art Center in Minneapolis from November 30, 1986 through February 1, 1987.

Richard Hamilton first came into prominence in the mid 1950's as one of the originators of Pop Art in England. His 1956 collage Just What Is It That Makes Today's Homes so Different, so Appealing?, which featured a photograph of a musician holding an oversized Tootsie Pop, is even said to have inspired the first use of the term "Pop Art." Following the example of Marcel Duchamp, Hamilton has chosen to stress the role of the artist as manipulator and modifier of existing material rather than as inventor and creator.

Public and Private: American Prints Today

Public and Private: American Prints Today, organized by The Brooklyn Museum, opens at Walker Art Center February 1 and will be on view through March 22. The exhibition presents more than one hundred contemporary prints, including single sheets, artist's books and portfolios.

Public and Private presents

THE TECHNOLOGY OF CRAFTSMANSHIP

At Custom Woodworks we have incorporated the most advanced millwork equipment available to produce the finest details in wood that you can imagine.

Full line architectural millwork delivered with a commitment to superior quality and consistency.

Custom Woodworks . . . because detail makes design come alive.

CUSTOM WOODWORKS LTD.
910 Steuben   P.O. Box 3187   Sioux City, Iowa 51102
Manufacturers of Architectural Woodwork
an overview of two major trends in contemporary printmaking: large, multicolored images that attract attention from across the room; and small, intimate works, often in book or portfolio form, that are meant to be examined at close range, preferably in the hand.

These two concurrent yet disparate trends allow for a broadly inclusive exhibition that includes work by such well-known masters as Jasper Johns, Richard Diebenkorn, David Hockney, Robert Rauschenberg and Roy Lichtenstein as well as many emerging artists, including Sean Scully and David True.

The Interpretive Link: Abstract Surrealism into Abstract Expressionism, an exhibition organized by the Newport Harbor Art Museum on view at Walker Art Center from February 15 through April 19, presents approximately 150 works on paper created by twenty-two artists working in the United States in the period 1938-1948.

Examining a pivotal and heretofore underemphasized phase in the development of American abstract expressionism, the exhibition documents the effect of the surrealist heritage, carried to the United States by artists emigrating from war-torn Europe, on geometric abstraction and other styles practiced by American artists prior to World War II. A central thesis of The Interpretive Link is that the mature styles of the American artists grouped into the “heroic” generation of abstract expressionism, including Adolph Gottlieb, Barnett Newman, Jackson Pollock and others, developed both in response to and in reaction to the surrealism espoused by European emigres.

Works by these Americans and such European artists as André Masson, Matta, Joan Miró, and Yves Tanguy are included.

Focus: Dutch and Flemish Prints from the Permanent Collection
Presented in conjunction with Dutch Masterworks from the Bredius Museum, this exhibition highlights major 16th and 17th century Dutch and Flemish prints from the Milwaukee Art Museum’s permanent collection, January 16 – April 19, 1987. Included are portraits, landscapes, genre and decorative subjects by Johannes Stradanus, Hendrik Gouw, Hendrik Golzius, Jacob Vaillant and Ferdinand Bol. A special group of sixteen Rembrandt etchings from the Gertrude Nunnemacher Schuchardt Collection will show the 17th century master’s monumental contribution to the art of the print.

Scene at an Inn, circa 1620
William Buytewech
(Rotterdam, 1591-1624)

Booster 1967
Robert Rauschenberg

Dr. Waldheim
Lichtenstein

Complete Awning and Canopy Contractor

Moeckly Fabrications Company

R.R. #2, Box 22
Huxley, IA 50124
Phone (515) 597-2680

A MOST COMPLETE CATALOGUE OF GRAPHIC ART & DRAFTING SUPPLIES, EQUIPMENT & FURNITURE

Send for your FREE copy today:
The Art Store, 1927 - 25th Street, Des Moines, Iowa 50311

Name__________________________________________

Address __________________________________________
City________________________________ State____ Zip____
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From Eyesores to Resources: Preserving Iowa’s Rural Landscapes

As folklorist working for the Iowa Arts Council, Ohrn has traveled widely throughout the state documenting Iowa’s diverse cultural heritage. In 1984 he edited Passing Time and Traditions, an anthology on Iowa’s folk traditions published by Iowa State University Press. He is currently organizing an exhibition of Amana arts and crafts scheduled to open in 1987.

Two views of Iowa are presented on the new Iowa Community Betterment logo: on one hand, it pictures silhouetted skyscrapers, suggesting a progressive urban environment; on the other, it shows an idyllic farm with windmill, silo, barn, and Victorian house. Reality is somewhere between these images which convey a rural-urban dichotomy. In any case, the nostalgic rural landscape is changing rapidly, even disappearing.

As in most midwestern states, Iowa's rural landscape was organized by early surveys which established the basic grid system dividing the land into square mile sections. Each section was accessed on all sides by an ambitious system of roads and bridges connecting a dispersed population with small towns and county seats which provided government, markets, stores, and other common services such as schools, churches, and hospitals.

With settlement in the 1800s, the sections were subdivided into several farms, eventually separated by fences and fence rows. Each farm had cultivated fields, pastures, ponds, woodlots, orchards, gardens, and a farmstead. Open land became punctuated with windbreaks signalling family farms.

Usually rectangular in shape, the farmstead stood square to the road, with its most imposing building, a barn, sheltering animals and storing their food. Besides the barn -- and of course, the house -- a variety of specialized structures were erected to store grain, house poultry, milk cows, farrow hogs, and pump water. Each of these buildings, like houses and barns, has a developmental history of its own.

From the beginning, Iowa's rural architecture was anything but uniform. People settling here came from many parts of the United States and Europe. Some arrived with long-tested traditional ideas about how to construct houses and outbuildings; others mimicked what they saw their neighbors doing. "Pattern books" guided others. Local ecologies and topographies provided different building materials and challenges.

Once built, the landscape continued to evolve, responding to changing economic conditions, and to new technologies, crops, and sources of power. Fashionable ideas brought to the farm in mail order catalogs, newspapers, and magazines also played a role. Indoor plumbing doomed the outhouse; the horse barn eventually housed a tractor. Outmoded buildings were converted to new uses, torn down, or left to rot. New structures came to

---

Pleasant Hill Schoolhouse
Wayne County
Built 1885
This building is being preserved by the Wayne County Historical Society
All photographs by Steven Ohrn
The barn was dwarfed by the silo and later by grain bins. Many farmsteads completely disappeared, leaving only a grove of trees as witness.

Sometime after the 1930s, changes on the rural landscape accelerated, really taking off after the second world war. Perceived as rapid today, the transformation actually has been with us for a half century. In the past, change signalled progress: larger farms, new crops, more efficient machinery. And agricultural structures mirrored that progress.

**A Changing Rural Image**

Today, no longer on the maps, the road to the farm has been downgraded and maintenance is minimal. A grassy lane, barely visible, leads to the farmstead now long abandoned. What's left after the people, animals and machinery have moved away is a document of sorts, embodying a way of life. There's a graying house with broken panes and a collapsing porch covered with debris including a silenced piano. Barns and outbuildings disintegrate nearby. A windmill stands idle as the pond greens over in late summer. It's such an ordinary place that no one thinks it special enough to save. Nevertheless, as this scene is repeated over and over again across the face of Iowa, the romantic image of the 19th century farmstead remains a powerful symbol of a way of life fast passing away. A more likely future image includes a prefabricated home, a machinery shed, a cluster of grain bins, and a satellite dish.

Another image, "Main Street," which came to symbolize a good place to raise children and a comfortable pace of life, is fading, too. Surrounding farmers once depended on small towns for markets and services. The demise of small towns isn't news, but it is startling to drive into a town and find all the businesses closed, with main street only a facade. Often the only activity is a post office or grain elevator. Schools are vacant, churches struggle to survive. Other signs of decline include deteriorating roads, bridges, railroads, and other "infrastructures." The grid system and railroads, which determined settlement patterns from the beginning, are disappearing, too, as farms are consolidated, roads are abandoned, and railroad tracks are torn up.

One of the major factors that has affected the look of the land has been changing farm practices necessitating new machinery and building types. Other factors like land consolidation, crop specialization, land erosion, urban sprawl, and depopulation are important, too. Even the current glut in corn and soybeans is evidenced by new grain bins now visually replacing the barn, corn crib, and silo as the dominant landmarks on the farm.

**Preserving Historic Landscapes**

The loss of this historic landscape of farms and small towns is more than the loss of sym-
bols, it's a sign that a way of life is being surrendered, too. Fortunately, however, the historic landscape is increasingly acknowledged as a resource for understanding Iowa's past and as one means of revitalizing staggering local communities.

Cities and larger towns have already recognized the value of historic preservation: historically significant buildings, structures, and districts have been preserved, creating new jobs, attracting tourists, and giving a neighborhood or community a sense of historic depth. In recent years, historic preservationists have increasingly turned their attention to the cultural landscape embodied in small towns and agricultural areas. While this new awareness in Iowa comes at a time when the economy is in a state of emergency, some progress is being made to preserve the rural landscape, turning it from eyesore to resource.

In the forefront of the rural preservation movement are the Amana Colonies where the economic value of maintaining an authentic "olde world" look has long been appreciated. Although the communal life style was discontinued in the early thirties, the external appearance of the communal houses and workshops has been largely retained due to community pride, astute planning, and creative fund raising.

Over the past decade alone the community has hired architectural historians to study and make recommendations on conservation strategies, stabilized and rebuilt historic structures, conducted oral history projects, established historic districts, and documented the built environment. Historic lamps, fences, gliders and trellises have been installed to return yards to their look in the past.

As the most visited tourist attraction in Iowa, the Amana Colonies are under intense pressure to commercialize their culture, but community leaders have seen the wisdom of resisting such efforts. By adhering to established historic preservation standards they have been able to win federal and state money to help conserve the historic character of the Colonies which will bring tourists in the future.

At the same time, a coalition of community groups in the Amanas is preserving the historic nature of whole towns and landscapes, the Norwegian-American Museum in Decorah has begun restoring the Jacobson Farm. A gift to the museum from the Jacobson family in 1977, and placed on the National Register of Historic Places, the farm is being preserved in situ. A combination of federal, state, and private funds will help restore the house, barn, and other outbuildings as an accurate example of Norwegian-American farm life in the 1850-1940 period. The museum currently utilizes the buildings for classes reviving traditional Norwegian crafts such as spinning, knifemaking, and feltmaking.

A third type of project revitalizing a local community is underway in Haverhill where the Matthew Edel Blacksmith Shop is being restored as a state-owned historic site. Recognizing the crucial role of blacksmithing in past rural life, the site will be developed to show visitors the life of a German immigrant blacksmith in the early part of this century. In addition to preserving the shop, the State Historical Society of Iowa intends to restore Edel's house and outbuildings. To bring the site to life, the skills of blacksmithing will be preserved by employing a blacksmith-in-residence who will demonstrate and teach the ancient craft.

Most of Iowa's historic landscape has already been radically altered by both progress and disaster, but much of what remains is worth preserving for future generations. Although photographic and other documentation must suffice as the only record of most of it, key examples ought to be preserved and restored. In some instances this will foster economic development. More important, however, is maintaining some physical evidence of how we've lived as a people to better understand our everyday past.
Formerly Assistant Professor of Architecture at Iowa State University, Sidney Robinson is currently Adjunct Professor of Architecture at the University of Illinois in Chicago. In collaboration with Richard Guy Wilson, He has also authored The Prairie School in Iowa, portions of which served as background for this article.

The Clarke house
Fairfield, Iowa
The Clarke house was built in 1915. Its designer, Barry Byrne, had been a partner of Griffin's and had also worked for Frank Lloyd Wright. Byrne also built two houses in the Mason City group. In the Clarke house he collaborated with one of the agents essential to a complete Prairie style edifice, the designer/craftsman. Alfonso Lanelli also worked with the architect of the Everist house and with Frank Lloyd Wright, among others. His contributions in the Clarke houses were primarily in the design of the rugs and the striking color scheme, black floors, red rugs, white walls, blue upholstery (on furniture designed by Byrne) and yellow draperies.

Presented here are three houses in Iowa: one in the east, one in the center, one in the west. You would be unlikely to see these houses in the same day; the people who first lived in them did not know one another; and they were designed by different architects. So why look at them together? Nobody famous even slept in them or wrote books or symphonies in them. One thing these houses share is that they were all built in the second decade of this century.

The important thing about the Clarke house, 1915, in Fairfield (Fig. 1); the Ricker house, 1911, in Grinnell (Fig. 2); and the Everist house, 1916-17, in Sioux City (Fig. 3) is how they look. They belong together because of their appearance. They are members of an architectural family. Not brothers and sisters exactly, but cousins to be sure, given the family name "Prairie School."

The general physical traits that identify buildings in this family are: continuous edges at corners and roofs; geometric pattern of windows, doors, and ornamental areas; unifying composition of simple materials and room arrangement. The Prairie School's hometown is Chicago and its suburbs. Like any family at the turn of the century, some of its members moved west, which is how Iowa has houses like these three.

The pater familias is the famous architect Frank Lloyd Wright. Of course he had forebears and progeny alike who added different traits to the architectural patrimony. The houses considered here were designed by men directly or indirectly associated with Wright's office in Oak Park, Illinois. Wright, himself designed a house and a bank and hotel for Mason City in 1908. Forty years later he did houses in Ottumwa, Marshalltown, and Johnston.

In what ways do these three Iowa Prairie School houses look similar? They all stand apart from the neighbors. Unlike most houses in their vicinity, there is space around them so they are seen against plants and trees or an indistinct background. The three houses are all two stories high. The flat walls make the houses appear as simple, rectangular solids.

Further distinctiveness is contributed by what they do not look like. They do not look like houses from historical times, either in
America or England or Europe. This domestic style is not trying to be a Greek temple, or French chateau, or English manor house.

Walking slowly by the Clarke house in Fairfield you would notice the way the parts of the walls are all simple, geometric shapes. Since window and door openings are grouped along the top and bottom edges of the walls, large areas of brick are left uninterrupted.

Square corners are evident everywhere: where the front and side walls meet; where the window groups line up; where roof cornice draws an emphatic horizontal stop to the wall height. But the geometry is not only square; a semicircle rests at the bottom of the wall and a crisp, black triangle sits on the top (Fig. 4). A closer look at the windows discovers leaded glass along the edges making a pattern of squares and lines (Fig. 5).

It is a simplified exterior, saved from plainness by the careful craftsmanship and the ornamentation. The interior is essentially designed to complement and continue the character of the exterior. A general simplicity is set off by areas and edges of ornamentation. To insure this design continuity, the original colors, rugs, and furniture were not selected from a showroom floor, but were made especially for the house (Fig. 6).

The word “continuity” seems applicable to the design of this and the other houses. It is used particularly to describe the way major rooms merge into each other. In the arrangement of the entry, living, dining room, and solarium of the Clarke house, you are allowed to see into the next room by eye-level slots in the walls (Fig. 7). What you see through them are windows, doors, and walls, framed and organized in the same way as the room you are in. This continuity, the idea that the whole house is to be thought of as a single thing, means that a clear pattern of openings and ornamental areas is evident everywhere. Variations in color or arrangement of parts respond to differences in a room’s use, but the variations are all within a dominating pattern.

The Clarke house sets itself apart from ordinary design precisely because it exhibits “continuity” in so many forms.

Some hundred miles northwest in Grinnell is the Benjamin K. Ricker house which has many visual similarities with the Clarke house. The surfaces of the rectangular block are not so uninterrupted top to bottom and corner to corner, but the horizontal ledges and vertical piers reinforce and repeat the square-cornered geometry characteristic of both houses (Fig. 8). Since the Ricker houses sits parallel to the street, one is not so aware of the sloping lines of the roof as with the triangular gable of the Clarke house. The length of the house is extended by a porch at one end and a garage (added later by the designer of the Clarke house) at the other. Each is sheltered by its own gabled roof (Fig. 9).

A closer look at the exterior again discovers small bands and areas of geometric pattern at the edges of windows and in brick and tile panels at the second level (Fig. 10). Under the gable ends are small lozenge-shaped openings which provide light and ventilation to the attic. Visually, these introduce a non-rectangular geometry for decorative use in the panels directly under the eaves.

Inside one finds a continuation of the pattern and spatial flow evident in the Clarke house. The Ricker house interior is crisply outlined by dark bands of wood which restate the simple theme of the whole (Fig. 11). Simplicity does not need to mean emptiness. Here it means concentrating the warm, rich touches of window leading, handsome ceramic mantle faces and specially made cabinetry in effective spots whose impact is increased by their place in a simple framework. The transition from entry to living room to dining room is a further demonstration of design continuity.

Two hundred thirty miles to the northwest is a third house for consideration: the Everist house. The first impression going by this house is that it is a grander composition since it sits on a larger lot and presents a front more than a hundred feet in length. This impressive extent is increased by a pergola leading from the driveway.

The layered, or banded visual characteristic of the Ricker house is accentuated in the Everist house (Fig. 12). The long rectangular brick volume with its walls, interrupted only by carefully grouped windows, is clearly identifiable. As in all the houses, the length of the building is emphasized by the roof lines. These long, horizontal lines are repeated by secondary roofs and ledges which all add up to a
The Everist house
Sioux City, Iowa
The Everist house of 1916-17 was designed by a Sioux City architect who had moved to Iowa after working in Chicago for Louis Sullivan from 1895-99. William Steele was doing this house at the same time he was involved with the Woodbury County Courthouse. The Court House design was the result of a collaboration between Steele and two other former Sullivan associates: George Elmale and William Gray Purcell. Having a house by the same architect connected with the grandest public building in town was surely a source of pride for the Everists.

Steele's connection with Louis Sullivan, rather than Wright, explains the foliate ornament on the Everist house.

Fig. 3

quiet, level profile. This is the feature that most related these houses to the image of Prairie.

One might wonder who would want such distinctive houses and why. The investment in land and a specially designed domicile to grace it can only be made by people of some means and with some cultural self-consciousness.

James F. Clarke was a doctor in Fairfield. His house is on a respectable street. He knew about houses he liked in Mason City and wanted one like them. His wife, more sensitive to prevailing social acceptability, wanted a Colonial design. By various subterfuges, Dr. Clarke prevailed and asserted his stature and independence on Main Street.

Benjamin Ricker was a native of Grinnell whose banking connections established the acceptability of having a house with this special appearance. His wife may have gone along because of family ties in Oak Park, Illinois where there were several houses more or less like theirs.

Hubert H. Everist of Sioux City had achieved prominence through the family business in coal, mining, and contracting. He located his new house in the Heights, a newly developed section of the city near Grandview Park. The house and its location united acceptability with an unmistakably forward look.

The inhabitants of these three houses, then, were pillars of the community, actively participating in the prosperity of Iowa at the turn of the century. Their outlook, rather than being radical, was conservative with an eye to the future. Social position was achieved by successful enterprises and the careful use of that success. How these “new-departure” residences fit into a larger social picture is not explicitly known, but a few general possibilities can be mentioned. These houses are notable in appearance. They amply display solid craftsmanship. They are thoughtfully composed homesteads befitting prominent citizens. As a choice from among the “styles” appropriate for a home, they carried with them a confident air of progress and the latest architectural expression from the beacon for such things: the city of Chicago.

For some people, visible design may be the peak of a great intellectual or spiritual iceberg far out of sight. A house's primordial functions of hearth and family shelter are full of opportunities to express commitment to total design. Design becomes a form of aesthetic morality. For other people, a house is simply a social and economic commodity: useful for a time as a display piece, useful later as a prudent investment instrument.

Reviewing these houses, however, one recognizes a special commitment present in their design. They are clearly not casual creations. As models for the present, they are valuable as historical examples ready for preservation. Most important, as lessons in care and thoughtfulness, they can stand as a challenge to our own domestic decisions. The thoughts associated with their creation by the architects comprising the Prairie School are still valid and deserve some reflection on our part.
Round Barns in Iowa

In Iowa, agriculture must be recognized for the important role it has played in our history. We can still glimpse Iowa's farming past through its physical remains, but the changing order of agriculture tends to quickly modify the clues. As farms have increased in size and have become more specialized, obsolete structures have been torn down, radically altered, or left to disintegrate from neglect. Buildings such as the round barn have rapidly passed from the rural scene as they no longer serve present-day agricultural functions.

Within this last year, round barns in Iowa have been entered in the National Register of Historic Places, where previously only one of these rare rural Iowa structures had been listed. The National Register of Historic Places is the official list of the nation's cultural resources worthy of preservation, and has officially recognized the historic value, relevant at a statewide level, of Iowa's round barns. This is a well deserved honor, and is the outcome of a project which the Iowa Office of Historic Preservation began over fifteen years ago.

In the late 1970s, under the general direction of Dr. Lowell Soike, historian for the Office of Historic Preservation, a two part "Rural Iowa" study was undertaken by Iowa's Historic Preservation staff. The first part of this project, "The Changing Iowa Farm: Agricultural history through buildings," eventually produced the 1983 publication Without Right Angles, The Round Barns of Iowa, authored by Dr. Soike. It was only through an understanding of the history of Iowa's round barns, acquired in the making of Without Right Angles, that the successful nomination of the Iowa barns to the National Register could have occurred.

Unfortunately, the continued study of Iowa's agricultural buildings by the State's Office of Historic Preservation does not look promising. The "rural survey", as it is called by Dr. Soike, has been only periodically funded and staffed in past years, and is now defunct. The second part of the original "Rural Iowa" endeavor, a public awareness project titled "Images of the
The Henry A. Frantz round barn, in Greene County. The structure was based upon a plan from the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, and was built in 1911. From the family collection of Haven W. Frantz.

Cupola and loft of the Nebergall barn in Scott County. Photograph by Frank Hunter.

Rural Environment: Appreciation, Evaluation, and Preservation,* was never completed.

In its day, the round barn was among the most innovative wonders of progressive agricultural change in Iowa. Round barns in Iowa were the products of a historical movement within American agriculture aimed at making farm practices more efficient and economical, an experimental period during which scientific principles of farming were applied to develop new building types and construction methods. Iowa’s unusual and striking round barns were built between 1867 and 1929 on private farms throughout the state. The round barns now listed on the National Register of Historic Places are those which have been the most thoroughly researched and are known to best illustrate agriculture’s historic period of experimentation as it occurred in Iowa.

Iowa’s round barns were nominated to the National Register under the historical theme of “The Sixty Year Experiment”, which refers to their experimental nature and to the span of years during which they were constructed. “Round Barn” is a generic term for barns of a circular shape and barns with five or more sides of equal length.1 Within the theme of agricultural experimentation during the years 1867-1929, Iowa’s round barns were further distinguished by four subthemes: Octagon Barns, 1867-1890; True-Round Barns, 1890-1929; Common variations of the Round Barn, 1910-1920; and Special Function Round Barns, 1890-1929.

Throughout the historic era of round barn popularity, critics of this experimental building type were not uncommon. Even in its heyday in the 1910s, the round barn was an oddity, never gaining mass acceptance. In the end, the introduction of the farm tractor so changed farming practice that the round barn became obsolete.

Of the 160 Iowa Round Barns documented in Soike’s Without Right Angles, at least 40 are non-exempt, and approximately 60 were considered too severely deteriorated or altered to warrant preservation, too lacking in important physical features of their identified type, or simply lacking in adequate documentation. If research continues, additional round barns which meet the criteria of the “Sixty Year Experiment” theme are hoped to be identified and possibly added to the number now listed on the National Register.

It is further hoped that decision makers in state government will acknowledge the value of understanding and preserving our rural heritage by reviving policies which made possible the “rural survey”, Without Right Angles, and the nomination of an agricultural building type to the National Register.

*Without Right Angles, Soike, 1983, p.95
True-round barn, built for W.J. Yordy, based upon the Gordon-Van Tine "Barrel Barn No. 214" design, in 1919, Marshall County. Photography by Frank Hunter.

Adaptive reuse

View of the Old Meyer round barn constructed in 1912. The 56-foot diameter building is located south of Waukon in Allamakee County. Photograph by Lowell J. Soike.
Dr. Benesh is President of Benesh and Associates, a consulting firm dealing with all aspects of community economic and social development. His growing interest in old train depots is fueled by the many rural communities he aids and the back roads he travels.

Baroque, Romanesque, Gothic, Greco-Roman, Renaissance, Rococo... mixed and pure, guant and stately, restored and abandoned, but mostly a memory. Memories of whistles in the night, smoke, smells and steam... A rush of wheels, clattering in and out of town, frequently leaving a fine layer of coal soot on nearby homes and streets... memories... left in the depots, the depots... only these failing remnants know... remember the stories of circuses, of gandy dancers, of rows of cast-iron bedecked oaken benches, sometimes occupied, sometimes empty, of gray-white porcelain restrooms, huge official looking clocks... always on time, of bow-tied station agents and the incessant hypnotic clackety-clack of the telegraph, of people and packages... all waiting, waiting in the depots, the incredible depots... both a beginning and an end for small towns and cities in Iowa... people came and went away, soldiers came back, tanks and trucks rode on flat bed cars... all usually on time. But those times, those smells and noises have been lost to the acceleration of our lives. Still, we should remember... we should not forget those occasionally garish and outlandish structures. Rather, we should honor and wonder at those who built them and those who caused them to be built... mostly gone, whistled into a grave of a historical yesteryear. There is no need to analyze or to study, but rather we should reflect, to enjoy their particular aesthetics, whether it be an arch, a tower, a gargoyle, a flying buttress... deliberate and whimsical, a part of our Iowa heritage.

Board for a kind of imaginary ramble about Iowa depots, or, as some maintain, train stations... from Shenandoah to Rock Rapids to Calmar to Keokuk and to all those places in between like Oran, Conover, Jackson Junction, Columbus Junction, Tama, Marquette, Casey, Emerson... Where have they all gone...? They are still there behind the weeds, the litter cans, fences, redi-mix plants and K-Marts... monuments to the steam era and the architectural inspiration of the Chicago Great Western, the Santa Fe, the Illinois Central, the Milwaukee Road and the Burlington Northern. No rules, no design constraints except utility and the mood of the “roads.”

I remember the smells, the sounds, coming and going people and strange machines, the
mail from far away, the conductors with their imperial hats and marvelous Hamilton or Elgin watches that snapped when they opened and closed. The engineers with soot blackened overalls, bandannas and enormous goose-necked oilcans, all very important and unapproachable by an awed youngster like myself.

Long ago I remember the "Dinky," a small three-car (sometimes up to five) train on the Chicago and Great Western that stopped at our small wooden depot (large cities had brick and concrete). In the morning it went west after leaving the mail and picking up mail and passengers. It went west to some mysterious "big town" like Waverly after it left Oran having, I think, originated in Oelwein. In the evening about five it came back with a similar cargo. Then it went back to Oelwein . . . I used to wonder what happened to it during the night. Being painted a drab green, it always seemed lonesome and tired.

In the summer I met the train every day . . . occasionally I put a penny on the track for it to flatten . . . fascinating. As boys growing up in the forties we played in and around the depot. I think it was maroon with black trim around the windows . . . with a big door on the track side where the strange shaped boxes and pack-

ages were taken by the high iron-wheeled carts that crunched and clattered . . . later they painted it . . . and it wasn't the same. We didn't go round the depot at night because people said hobos slept there and they were mysteries not to be investigated . . . some people said there were ghosts . . . maybe.

You can see southwestern Adobe, an unusual blend of renaissance and gothic, Victorian, greco-roman abounds; and, American Barn . . . stately, but American barn; and styles which defy definition. Imagine, all to be seen in Iowa, another dimension for a rich and varied heritage. So when you have a day, an afternoon or even a weekend . . . go find a depot or several . . . look in the small towns . . . follow the rails. Depots are great ways to get acquainted and you might just hear some great stories about Iowa and how it danced and sang before computers and even before television.

Before the last depot fades into a darkening distance, give pause and let your imagination run with the great wheeled engines, think of great white clouds of steam, of ticking telegraphs and whistles in the night, always whistles in the night. Go and remember. Stop and look.
“Yes, We are Home:” Ethnic Architecture in Iowa

Settlers arriving in Iowa from Europe brought with them languages, foodways, religions, and other customs. While dozens of local ethnic festivals celebrate this diverse heritage, scarcely noticed and mostly unsung surprises on the Iowa landscape include houses, barns, and other structures with Old World prototypes. Along with other traditions, immigrants brought memories of home and attempted to recreate that in a new environment.

In Dubuque County, for example, there are impressive stone buildings similar to those built in Luxemburg in the 19th century. Keokuk has at least one “shotgun house”, a house type which has a history which has been traced back to West Africa. And in the Amanas, architecture has a distinctive German flavor.

Scandinavians also built houses and barns like those they occupied in the home country. Beginning in the mid-19th century thousands of Norwegians began settling in Iowa, bringing with them, from isolated fjords and valleys, traditional building ideas which they attempted to introduce here. Most came from the countryside and sought out cheap lands on the frontier as it expanded westward from Wisconsin. Evidence of the strength of their traditions is found in the built environment wherever they settled.

Norwegian farmers emigrating to the Midwest initially avoided the prairies, preferring a farmstead on wooded hills near a stream. While they initially built according to their Norwegian experience, they eventually adopted American methods and materials, using commercially produced wood shingles, lapped siding, and double-hung windows. And as they began using American farming methods, size and character of the farmstead changed, too.

Log construction was still prevalent in Norway at the time when most immigrants began coming. But building such structures had already become a specialized trade which few of the newcomers had practiced. Thus, traditional Norwegian building techniques were often supplanted with American ways. The “long groove” cut to snugly cradle horizontal timbers in Norway, for example, was forgotten in favor of the Yankee system which left large gaps between logs which were filled with chinking of various materials. Balloon framing became more commonly used than logs. Other changes occurred because of environmental differences: the typical sod roof of Norway was
Eric Egg house, 1852, Winnebago County, Iowa. A common Norwegian-American dwelling, one room in plan. Although the exterior appearance of the house is similar to structures built by others, the location of the stair and placement of the stove is typical of the Norwegian-American examples.

The house as it appeared during its first few years of occupancy.

Jacobson Farmstead
Vesterheim
Listed on the National Register of Historic Places
Drawing by Dana Jackson
inappropriate in the Midwest and was replaced with wooden shingles as the immigrant builder acclimated to new conditions.

Although construction methods and materials underwent change, immigrants remained loyal to traditional house plans and elevations. In northeast Iowa there are still many examples of two commonly built houses. These houses are sometimes hard to recognize today after years of alterations, but beneath new facades, additions, and modern siding is often found a traditional house type.

One type consisted of a rectangular single-room structure with a half-story above accessible by a stairway. Often the first dwelling on the farm, these simple houses had gable roofs, a door and window near the center of the side wall, and a iron cook stove in one corner. Such dwellings were soon expanded with shed additions to the rear, incorporated into larger structures, or converted to new purposes such as storage.

A more ambitious and more common house type was rectangular, with two rooms, the smaller of which was sometimes partitioned to create a three-room plan. With origins dating from the Middle Ages, these gable-roof houses signalled a higher social status in Norway. Like the one room house, these larger buildings had second story lofts for sleeping and storage. Unlike the one-room house, the two- and three-room houses had the cookstove against the interior partition. The symmetrical facade which became fashionable in Norway in the 18th century was most commonly used by Norwegian-Americans in the 19th; the door and windows were symmetrically placed on the side walls and windows were centered on the end walls.

Expanding the house in America differed from Norwegian practices which involved adding rooms to the end of the building. Here, the most common practice was to add a kitchen to the back of the house creating a floor plan with a “T” or “L” shape. The former all-purpose living-dining-cooking room became a parlor or dining room. Other additions through the years brought porches, bathrooms, and other improvements which mask the original structure.

Immigrants brought traditional Norwegian barn designs, too. Although a small log barn was built at first, common practice was to replace it with the Norwegian variation on the

Elevations and plan of the John Hanson house, c. 1880, Winnebago County, Iowa. The small log room to the side was added to the original structure. The house is typical of the Norwegian 2 room plan dwelling which incorporates both log and frame construction techniques as part of the original structure. The photograph is the house as it appeared in 1973. The weather board siding was applied in two stages indicating that the log portion of the house was likely not originally sided.

John Hanson house cut-away view as reconstructed.
North European bank barn. Usually constructed of stone and heavy timber framing, these barns were built into the side of a hill. Such barns sheltered animals on the lower level which opened on the downside of the barn. The upper level stored hay and was accessed by a earthen or wooden ramp. A unique feature of these barns is that the second story access was actually above the hayfloor which made unloading and stacking hay easier. Characteristics of these barns is a separate shed or gable roof sheltering the ramp. Like many houses, barns were altered over the years to suit new purposes. With changing farm practices and machinery, most of these structures are now obsolete and gradually disappearing.

Still, the essence of Norway remains in some parts of Iowa: a hillside location, a traditional house beneath additions and white painted siding, and a certain spatial relationship between the house, barn, and other extant outbuildings. All of this, however subtle, creates a unifying character which breathed “ja, nu ve vil hjemmme” (Yes, we are home now).
Currently a lecturer at the School of Journalism at the University of Iowa, Hokanson is a self-employed writer-photographer now completing a book on the Lincoln Highway. His other projects include aerial photographs of Iowa landscapes and photographs of Great Plains grain farming. A frequent contributor to the Iowa, Hokanson has also written on railroads and small town cafes.

People seldom notice much about Iowa's rural landscape when they cross the state on Interstate 80. Their recollections are usually of truckstops, billboards, and sometimes of farms and small towns seen at great distance. Attention is focused on the car ahead and the distance to the next rest stop. The highway is the landscape; the four broad lanes of concrete, interchanges, cuts and fills, and limited access dominate the countryside.

Some 30 to 40 miles north of Interstate 80, another road crosses Iowa from east to west. This road is known today as U.S. 30, but to many Iowans who grew up in Clinton, Cedar Rapids, Ames, Carroll and Council Bluffs, it will always be the Lincoln Highway. In a few places U.S. 30 is a wide limited access road like the Interstates, and in other places a smooth two-lane. But to find the real Lincoln Highway, once the Main Street across America, you have to find the older routes, the routes that go through town instead of around it, the routes where the
trees still meet above the road, the narrow
routes where the road is controlled by the land-
scape, rather than the other way around.

The Lincoln Highway was America’s first
transcontinental highway. It was established in
1913 by a group of spirited men in the auto-
mobile industry who saw a real limit to the
usefulness of the motorcar on the muddy, nar-
row roads of the day. They planned their road
to run from Times Square, New York City to the
Pacific Ocean in San Francisco, some 3,300
miles away. While they first intended to con-
struct the highway with donated funds, and did
accomplish considerable improvement along
the route, the Lincoln, like most highways in
the country, was eventually built at taxpayer
expense. By 1925, there were hundreds of
other named highways — some were major
transcontinental routes, others mere short
trails connecting one town with another, and
confusion reigned as the traveler strove to get
from one place to another over an unplanned
network of roads.

Practicality triumphed over sentiment as a
national system of highway numbering
emerged and the Lincoln Highway became
U.S. 30 between Philadelphia and central
Wyoming, and a smattering of other federal,
state and local roads elsewhere. Though it has
been officially gone for some 60 years, many
people across the country still know it as the
Lincoln Highway.
In the country, the farms crowd close, some even with a house on one side of the road, and farm buildings on the other. Grass grows at the pavement edge, powerlines and fences stand only a few feet away. The rural land is seen at intimate distance; one can read the logos on the caps the farmers wear as they cultivate along the fences. Here, the traveler becomes a participant in the landscape rather than just an observer.

Lincoln Highway bridge
Tama, Iowa
This bridge is on the National Register of historic landmarks and is to Drake Hokanson's knowledge, the only one of its kind on any highway in the United States.
During parts of the past several summers, Drake Hokanson has traveled this road from coast to coast at least twice, using old maps and guidebooks to find the oldest routes, talking with local residents and compiling research materials. The major objective, however, has been to create a photographic document of this once important highway, capturing also the places this road touched: the towns, farmland, mountains and open country where this early highway crossed the landscape. Here he has found old gas stations, bridges, cafes, mountain passes, bits of abandoned roadway grown up to trees or preserved as ruts in desert sand, main streets and farms—a virtual cross section of not only America's automobile travel past, but a cross section of the continent as well.

The narrow road rises and falls over Iowa's rolling countryside, zigzagging to avoid a cemetery here, or angling there to cross the tracks and come into town on Main Street. Past two-story brick storefronts, some retaining their simple elegance, others "updated" with shingles or plywood, past the old hotel, past an old gas station on the corner with new pumps, past an old tourist camp and a Colonial Bread sign full of bullet holes on the edge of town.
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New Director for
Des Moines Art Center

Julia Brown Turrell has been named Director of the Des Moines Art Center.

Turrell will occupy the new post on January 12, 1987, following completion of her duties as Exhibition Director and Curator of the Inaugural Year Exhibition for the Los Angeles Museum of Contemporary Art.

During her first four and one-half years in Los Angeles, Turrell was responsible for one of the more active and innovative exhibition programs in the country, first, as Curator, from 1981 to 1983, and as Senior Curator until 1985. She was an integral partner in the formation of the museum, Curator of The First Show in the Temporary Contemporary, and will have spent two years organizing the year long inaugural exhibition, Individuals: A Selected History of Contemporary Art 1945 – 1986, to be presented in both the new museum building and the Temporary Contemporary beginning in December, 1986.

Remaking America

REMAKING AMERICA: New Uses, Old Places by Barbaralee Diamonstein chronicles the rebirth of America’s greatest buildings. Narrating and vividly illustrating the stories behind the renewal of historic structures across the country during the last ten years, REMAKING AMERICA focuses on the most creative, varied, and economically successful projects for new places to live, work, shop, and play.

Barbaralee Diamonstein, longtime Commissioner of both the
New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission and the New York City Commission for Cultural Affairs, is also the curator of the exhibit Remaking America, which is sponsored by the New York Landmarks Conservancy. The exhibit will be circulated by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Exhibition Service (SITES), which will tour nationally in conjunction with the book.

Congratulations!

To Thorson Brom Broshar Snyder Architects, winners of the 1986 Prestressed Concrete Operations Awards Program established to encourage excellence in architecture using prestressed and precast concrete building systems. The award was given for the Iowa Public Service Company’s East Division District Service Building. Owners representatives: E.M. Gerlich, Construction Manager, Iowa Public Service Company; Bill Dyke, East District Operations Manager; Contractors: General Prairie Construction Company, Inc.; Mechanical, Young Plumbing and Heating Co.; Electrical Co., Building Management/Fire Protection, Honeywell, Inc.

Just a word about our type, stats, & negatives . . .

High Performance

PUSH-PEN studios 713 East 2nd Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50309
for fine typography and creative process camera reproduction call 244-1743
Tours of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio

To mark the completion of a restoration of the Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio, Steelcase is offering complimentary tours of this National Historic Landmark.

Located in the village of Oak Park, a suburb of Chicago, the Home and Studio served from 1889 to 1909 as the architect's residence, workspace and laboratory for the development of his distinctly American, prairie style of architecture.

Now completely restored to its 1909 appearance by the Home and Studio Foundation, guided tours of the facility are offered daily except Thanksgiving, Christmas and New Year's Day. For specific times, call (312) 848-1978.

$20,000 Urban Excellence Award

The Briner Foundation has announced a new national awards program, the Rudy Briner Award for Excellence in the Urban Environment. The award, to be presented every two years, will stress the importance of collaboration in good urban design. Says William H. Whyte, author of The Social Life of Small Urban Spaces and a member of the award's selection committee, "Good urban design is the consequence of a large number of players, and designers are not necessarily the most important. What ultimately shapes good design is the respect and liking people have for a place."

Application materials and information are available from the Ruby Briner Award, Briner Foundation, 132 West 43rd Street, New York, New York 10036. The deadline for applications is February 1, 1987.

Codner's

INTERIOR PLANTSCAPES

Since 1953 Codner's has been creating stimulating, interior plantscapes, whether the setting is an office, lobby atrium or private residence...we guarantee quality in plants and service.

DESIGN • INSTALLATION • MAINTENANCE • GUARANTEE

FLORIST AND GREENERY

833 42nd Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50312 • (515) 279-7679
Let there be peace on earth,
And let it begin with me.
Let there be peace on earth,
The peace that was meant to be.
With God as our Father,
Family all are we.
Let us walk with each other
In perfect harmony.
Let peace begin with me;
Let this be the moment now.
With every step I take,
Let this be my solemn vow:
To take each moment,
And live each moment in peace eternally!
Let there be peace on earth,
And let it begin with me.

David Bear Inc.
construction components
Night Light

Aptly named for the Polish astronomer Copernicus, this delicately scaled wall fixture from Koch - Lowy was designed by Piotr Sierakowski. Cosmic associations are envisioned through a soft, reflected light from the spherical dish and a flickering light emitted through the pierced holes in the cylindrical shade. The anodized aluminum dish is 15” in diameter. The 20” high shade is offered in anodized black or clear aluminum.

Platform

Composed of self-edged slate resting on a recessed laminate plinth, “Platform” designed by Boon-Keng Woo, clearly illustrates her minimalist representation of form, detail, and material. Choice of 2’ x 2’ or 2’ x 4’, 4” in height. Available through New Harmony, Culver City, California.

Tea and Coffee Service

Renegade designer, architect and founder of the Memphis group, Ettore Sottsass reveals an unusually restrained effort in silver. However, this effort is compromised by slightly distorting the container’s classic proportions to create a uniquely streamlined shape.

PAXTON BEAUTIFUL WOODS

include the very finest stock and custom milled wood wall paneling. Tongue and groove, raised panels, hardwood, plywood, softwood, beaded ceiling, tambour and mouldings.

When you buy from Frank Paxton Lumber Company you invest in quality. Paxton is the nation's largest distributor of high grade lumber available: fine hardwoods and cabinet softwoods of various thicknesses, all graded and measured after careful kiln drying.

We also stock a complete line of plywood, veneers, abrasives, finishing materials, dowels, drawer sides, hardware, and more and specialize in custom paneling and millwork.

Frank Paxton Lumber Company. We’ve been setting standards of excellence in our industry since 1914, by pleasing professionals like you.
Caterpillar Power Systems

Check Out The Economics

Independent, on-site power can be the economical solution to your industrial or commercial needs. And if you want economy plus reliability, check out Caterpillar engines and power systems from Gibbs/Cook. Cat systems are backed by Total Product Support, including design, installation, inspection and maintenance. Features like 24-hour parts availability, and the most modern in-shop service and testing facilities in the Midwest.

Economy. Reliability. Service. You get all three with Caterpillar Power Systems from Gibbs/Cook. Sales and service facilities in Des Moines, Mason City, Fort Dodge and Postville.

YOUR CATERPILLAR DEALER

GIBBS/COOK

...for more than the expected

104th and Hickman Road, Des Moines, Iowa 50322 (515) 270-2800
1100 Highway 34 East, Red Oak, Iowa 51566 (712) 623-5401
4401 Harbor Drive, Sioux City, Iowa 51104 (712) 252-4401

Caterpillar, Cat and @ are trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co.

Acrylic Latex Sheen Finishes, like an eggshell, appear to be flat when seen head on, but take on a low luster when viewed from an angle.

Diamond Vogel Acrylic Exterior Satin Latex House paints provide surface luster without glare. The smooth surface, resulting from higher vehicle content, imparts a sparkle to the surface that lasts for years.

Diamond Vogel Paints
Iowa Sales Outlets
• Ames • Cedar Rapids • Clinton • Davenport • Des Moines
• Fort Dodge • Marshalltown • Mason City
• Newton • Sioux City • Spencer • Council Bluffs
• Cedar Falls • Waterloo • Iowa City • Dubuque

Iowa Manufacturing Locations
• Burlington • Marshalltown • Orange City

Contact your professional Diamond Vogel representative for further information.
Beauty by design...

Fine audio equipment like musical instruments themselves exist to preserve and render musical expression. The philosophy at Audio Labs has always been to sell and service products that achieve this goal while blending aesthetically with the listening environment. If you are planning an audio or video system, Audio Labs will be happy to lend its nearly 15 years of experience with the custom installation of equipment from the world’s leading manufacturers. Beauty by design brought to you exclusively by...
**OHARCO/HI-CO DISTRIBUTORS, INC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BURLINGTON</th>
<th>carpets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHAPCO ADHESIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMERCIAL WALL COVERING</td>
<td>vin. fab contract w/c design system one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGNER CORK FLOORING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOMCO SHEET VINYL</td>
<td>flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOWNS</td>
<td>carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DURAFLAKE</td>
<td>industrial grade particleboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORMICA INC.</td>
<td>2000x &amp; colorcore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRITZ TILE</td>
<td>terrazzo tile floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENUWOOD</td>
<td>vinyl/wood flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HYBOND</td>
<td>adhesives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KENTILE</td>
<td>floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KORTRON</td>
<td>prefinished ind. grade particleboard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARATHON</td>
<td>carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OZITE</td>
<td>carpets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERMABRICK</td>
<td>flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PENNWOOD</td>
<td>wood floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERMAGRAIN</td>
<td>acrylic/wood flooring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERMETAGE</td>
<td>marble floors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REEVES</td>
<td>carpet pad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V&amp;B CARPET</td>
<td>wood and specialty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WUNDA WEVE</td>
<td>carpets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TIME IS MONEY.**

Save time by sending your clients to Plumb Supply’s showroom. Plumb Supply will help your clients in the selection of fixtures and faucets that are just right for them. Your time is freed so you can develop new projects and new clients.

Showroom hours are 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday … any other times by appointment.

Count on Plumb Supply’s showroom to save you time…everytime! After all, *Time is money!*

**Architectural Representative**

- **Paul Loucks**
  - 1144 No. 11th St.
  - PO Box 1113, Omaha, NE 68101-1113
  - (402) 342-4489  WATS: 800-228-9460

**Architectural Representative**

- **Ray Muniz**
  - 5685 NE 16th Street
  - PO Box 1356, Des Moines, IA 50313
  - (515) 266-5612  WATS: 800-362-2474
Pella Custom Plant Lets Customers’ Imagination Take Over!

Looking for a unique window design...
maybe one of your own invention?
Want a window or door built to your specifications or a clad color finish that will set your house apart?
Until now, most customers with the desire to “create their own windows or doors had to settle for what manufacturers gave them: standard sizes and shapes.

Let your imagination run wild and your wishes for a dream house take shape—at the Pella Custom Plant!

Look in the Yellow Pages for your nearest Pella Dealer

Des Moines
Ottumwa
Fort Dodge
Waterloo
Carroll
Rock Island
Cedar Rapids
Sioux City
Omaha
Dubuque
Pella
Mason City
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Postive Growth

Since 1953, Prestressed Concrete Operations (PCO) has experienced dynamic growth, beginning with one product...bridge beams. As the construction industry realized unprecedented expansion throughout the 1960's and 1970's, PCO was on the scene providing innovative designs and quality prestressed-concrete products. Use of prestressed concrete increased, and more diversified product lines were continually being developed to meet the needs of our customers.

Today that trend continues. PCO operates and ships prestressed concrete products from Iowa Falls and Des Moines. PCO has stayed at the forefront of the prestressed concrete industry to meet these requirements.

Although PCO has grown and changed its ability to offer a wide range of quality products — one thing remains constant. Our basic philosophy: do more for our customers than just provide a product. We've adhered to this premise faithfully. Our customers count on us to assist them in product and building design. This philosophy has proved to be the basis for Postive Growth.

Please Call Us on Your Next Project

Prestressed Concrete Operations
Wheeler Consolidated, Inc.
Iowa Falls
P.O. Box 518
Country Club Road
Iowa Falls, Iowa 50126
1-515-648-2579

Des Moines
3312 S.E. Granger
Des Moines, Iowa 50317